
MPP - 110 by Phibs

Twingram
I intended that every letter of the alphabet should appear twice in at least one 
entry. Predictably, something has gone wrong, but I think the problem can be 
fixed by changing one letter in the grid. What is the existing solution which I 

would need to amend?
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Across

6 Stupid to perform 
with a couple of axes 
(4)

8 Two questions before 
Phibs will take up 
popular craft (11)

10 Canny golfer regularly 
cut dogleg (5)

11 Hand over 
revolutionary missile 
secured by going east 
(9)

12 Old lady one's put out 
of action (4)

13 Terminal in Lerwick 
accepted rabbit on 
boat (5)

15 Declines to lie about 
bishop close to actress 
(4)

16 Name of character 
behind senseless 
European vote? 
David, perhaps (5)

17 Look into wearing 
glasses, with 50% off 
(7)

19 Judge slipping into 
seedy club (5)

21 Bowls over very wide, 
returning to keep 
wicket (4)

23 Open country hotel. 
Hate cooking (5)

26 Savoury cake that's 
dropped in warmer (4)

28 Buccaneering image -
and a lot of beer -
holding one sailor 
back (9)

30 Moderate cricketer's 
essential opening for 
England (5)

31 Nun to Pope: 'I fancy 
rector's piercing is 
unsuitable' (11)

32 Nick again chucking 
rest back (4)

Down

1 Special rule ignored 
by Quaker playing 
pipe (6)

2 Hostile aim of rugby 
team and what might 
help them achieve it 
(6)

3 One on jetty 
unloading last of 
Vichy water (4)

4 Critical examination 
almost inspiring son 
to study (6)

5 Favour beer with 
meals, rejecting 
Australian bubbly (8)

6 Feel very 
apprehensive about 
missing Romeo out of 
play (4)

7 Nap curtailed when 
repeatedly interrupted 
by onset of gusty 
winds (7)

9 Mixing two specific 
cultures, reflected by 
cross between English 
male and alien (3-3)

14 Stokes avoiding furore 
around contract (4)

16 Bite into Pret cheese 
sandwiches (4)

18 Shoot housing expert 
over house sign (8)

19 Pot right at the end of 
a minute joint in 
Jamaica (6)

20 Make too much of 
where fifth tenant 
lives? (7)

22 Sloppy second year at 
university ending in 
indignity (6)

24 Current severe leaks 
left to build up (6)

25 Stripped off - dull, eh? 
(6)

27 First of infants that 
lady bears? (4)

29 International leaving 
home for Juventus 
opportunity (4)


